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The Queen is
coming to Littleton and
Miss Hunnicutt wants
to wear her hat with a
chicken on top. After
she stands up for her
right to wear what she
wants, we
discover that the Queen
loves her hat with the
turkey on top.

Personal Writing
A springboard from a picture book to personal writing should provide at least
three topics if possible. Here are some ideas:
1. My most memorable “outfits” or costumes.
2. Times I have been noticed for something I did.
3. My opinion of various kinds of clothing - favourites, things you hate, formal
clothes, low hanging jeans, torn jeans, crop tops, etc.

Shoe Writing
Once students have a repertoire of shoe types under their control, it might be a
good writing assignment to ask them to create the tale of someone with a huge
shoe collection having trouble deciding which shoes to wear. Encourage them
to have the character chose and discard many shoes before selecting “the perfect
pair.” (They can illustrate with shoe visuals from the internet.)

Vocabulary of Hats
On my website, with the book Bridget’s Beret,
there is an activity for students to learn the
vocabulary of hats. It includes hats such as the
beret, stetson, fascinator, mitre, toque, mountie hat,
baseball cap, beanie, etc.
Another great “hat book” is Chicken Fried Sunday
by Patricia Polacco, in which the characters try to
earn enough money to buy an Easter hat for the
neighbour children’s mother.

The Quiltmaker’s Gift
This book is by the same authors as The
Quiltmaker’s Gift. He does not have a
comprehensive autor page to which to
refer.

The Art of Hats
Many famous pieces of art involve women wearing hats. Attached are a couple of
pages of samples of such pieces of art, with their name, and the artist. Ask students
to choose one to research (in pairs). The team needs to produce 12 facts about the
artist, and 6 facts about the painting (where it is located, size, and, the model, the
hat, etc.)
Depending on the time you have students may:
• Report on an 8.5 X 11 poster with the picture and their information
• Report orally (2 minutes. 1 minute each) as you show the images on a screen.
• Create a scavenger hunt to expose them to at least 5 of the poster reports.

Miss Hunnicutt’s Hat,

Follow the Pattern
Students can incorporate their own pattern into a story that they create. Each
time Miss Hunnicutt is asked to take off her hat she replies:
1. I will not
2. I have a right to wear what I like
3 . I won’t wear a (flounder) and I won’t wear (an orangutan)
4. But I will wear (a chicken) and I will wear it on my head.
Student patterns can be either about wearing something, or can be about something they commonly do, such as ride a bicycle.
1. I will not
2. I have a right to ride a bicycle
3. I won’t ride in the ditch, and I won’t ride in the store
4. But I will ride in the bike lane, and I’ll do it in the morning.

Vocabulary of shoes
Having already a vocabulary activity with hats, in Bridget’s Beret, I thought that
it might be great to think about the many kinds of shoes there are in the world.
See the attached activity page.
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Create Your Own Hunnicutt
Hat
Well, it will only work for the younger students, but
at Easter, they might enjoy bringing a plain hat and
decorating it bizarrely with stuffed toys, etc. Don’t
waste a lot of time on it...it’s just for fun. You can’t
even claim it is art.

God Save the Queen
Since there is a Queen in the story, and everyone is
excited about her arrival, it might be a good time to
teach the words to “God Save the Queen.” They are
easy, and it is astonishing how many young
Canadians no longer know the words (except, of
course, the students in private schools). Below is a
Youtube with the words printed on the screen.
Apparently it is the most recognized anthem in the
world - and she is our Queen after all. One verse is
fine.

Show to students, and give them a specific amount of time to name the shoe,
and indicate the occasion when it would be worn. By cutting out the little cards,
students can also practice seeing how quickly they can recognize and name the
shoes.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tN9EC3Gy6Nk

The attached page is a usable pdf for use with students. The key is:

Kathryn Lasky has written a fictionalized account of
the work of the two women who founded the Mass.
Audobon Society an campaigned to protect birds. A
terrific companion to this book, AND The Boy Who
Drew Birds (about Audobon himself ).

1. stiletto heel

2. Mary Jane

3. Platform shoe 4. cowboy boot

5. mocassin

6. penny loafer

7. mukluk

8. clog

9. sandals

10. slipppers

11. slingback

12. riding boot

13. flip flop

14. running shoe 15. oxford

16. pointe shoe

17. boater

18. loafer

20. steel-toed boot

19. galoshes

She’s Wearing a Dead Bird On
Her Head

Styles of Footwear
Miss Hunnicutt’s Hat,
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Hats in Art
Miss Hunnicutt’s Hat,

Van Gogh - Self Portrait with a Straw
Hat

Vermeer - Girl with a Pearl Earring

Seurat - A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte

Gainsborough - Blue Boy

Leonardo da Vinci - Self Portrait with Beret

cont.

Whistler - Whistler’s Mother

Magritte - The Son of Man

Gustav Klimt - The Black Feather Hat

Hats in Art
Miss Hunnicutt’s Hat,

Renoir - Woman in a White Hat

Pissaro - Peasant Girl with a Straw
Hat

Frans Hals - Portrait of a Man with a
High Collar

Picasso - Woman with a Blue Hat

cont.

Paul Gauguin - Self Portrait with Hat

Degas - It’s About Time

Mary Cassatt - Jeanne Hebuterne in a Large
Hat

Greuze - Young Woman in a White Hat

